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KELVIN'S THEOREM.
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The boundary condition K^+KJF^O gives at once X= - .-. 2 „ *    .    Since
this value of X is constant the trial solution is verified.
The value of cr thus found obviously agrees with that found in the first solution.
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The potentials are evidently                Vl = -r— H—T,    V2—^=----1- —.
483. Effect of the substitution of a dielectric shell for some of the air. A conductor A is surrounded by another B at zero potential, the space between being occupied by air. Charges E and — E being given to these bodies respectively, let F"0 be the potential inside A. Let a shell C in the space between A and B be bounded by two equipotential surfaces L, II of the charges on A and B, L being the nearest to A. Let U, Uf be the potentials at these surfaces. If a dielectric of capacity K be substituted for the air in the shell G (the rest of the space between A and B being still occupied by air) the whole effect of the dielectric is to diminish
the potential in the interior of A by (1 — -g?J (U— U'), see Art. 476.
This theorem is due to Kelvin [reprint, &c. Art. 45].
When the separating medium is air the potential of the system at the interior surface $' of the conductor B and at every point without its surface is zero (as explained in Art. 476) while the potential at the surface and within the interior of A has some constant value a.
Let us place on the surfaces L, Lr indefinitely thin layers whose surface densities a, a are respectively given by 4?ro- = \F and ^TTGT' = — \F' where F, Ff are the normal components of force due to the charges on A and B, both forces being measured from A towards jB. The total masses of' these layers are respectively \E and - \E (Art. 156).
Since L is a level surface, the potential due to the charge on it at any external point P is \V1} where Vl is the potential at P due to the charge E on A; and at an internal point Q its potential is \(U— F2) where F2 is the potential at Q due to the charge — E on B (Art. 156). Similar remarks apply to the layer on the surface L' except that the sign of A, is altered.
Hence at any point P external to both L and J7, the effect of the introduction of one stratum is to increase the potential by XFa and the effect of the other is to decrease the potential by the same amount. The potential at any external point is therefore unaltered.
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